Helm-Cravens Library
Alphabetical List of Print Periodical Holdings

Helm Library, 2nd floor (the top floor), contains most of WKU Libraries’ print periodical holdings. These periodicals represent the most recent decades of our print holdings. The list below reflects print periodical holdings that are on Helm 2nd floor. Please consult TOPCAT to see if any print periodical listed below is also an active subscription.

Older periodicals (1985 and earlier) are in compact shelving on Helm ground floor, and in storage at Gordon Wilson Hall. Government documents and government periodicals are also on Helm ground floor.

Leisure periodicals are located on Helm 1st floor in room 100. Visual and performing arts periodicals are in the Visual and Performing Arts Library (VPAL), located on Cravens 2nd floor.

The Education Library, located on the first floor of Gary Ransdell Hall, holds a small collection of education periodicals (one years’ worth). The WKU branch campuses also have periodicals collections.

Please consult TDNet for our electronic periodical subscriptions. Periodical holdings are arranged alphabetically (with the exception of government document periodicals, which are arranged by Superintendent of Documents “SuDoc” numbers).

-A-

- 73 Amateur Radio Today
- AAOHN Journal
- AAPG Bulletin
- AASA Professor
- AATCC Review
- ABA Banking Journal
- ABA Journal
- ABCA Bulletin
- ACM 3C Online (Computing at Community Colleges)
- ACM Computer Architecture News
- ACM Computing Surveys
- ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems
- ACM Letters on Programming Languages and Systems
- ACM LISP Pointers (SIGPLAN Special Interest Publications on LISP)
- ACM Multimedia Systems
- ACM Networker (Craft of Network Computing)
- ACM OOPS Messenger (Special Interest Group on Programming Languages)
- ACM Queue
- ACM SIGAAP (Applied Computing)
- ACM SIGACCESS (Accessibility and Computing)
- ACM SIGACT News (Automata Computability Theory)
- ACM SIGADA (Special Interest Group on ADA)
- ACM SIGAPL (APL Quote Quad)
- ACM SIGARCH (Computer Architecture)
- ACM SIGART Newsletter (Artificial Intelligence)
- ACM SIGBDP (Business Data Processing)
- ACM SIGBIO (Biomedical Computing)
- ACM SIGCAPH Newsletter (Computers and the Physically Handicapped)
- ACM SIGCAS (Computers and Society)
- ACM SIGCHI Bulletin (Computer and Human Interaction)
- ACM SIGCOMM (Data Communication)
- ACM SIGCPR (Computer Personnel Research)
- ACM SIGCSE (Computer Science Education)
- ACM SIGCSE Bulletin Inroads
- ACM SIGCUE (Computer Uses in Education)
- ACM SIGLINK (Hypertext / Hypermedia)
- ACM SIGDA (Design Automation)
- ACM SIGDOC (Documentation)
- ACM SIGFORTH (Forth)
- ACM SIGGRAPH (Computer Graphics)
- ACM SIGGROUPS (Group)
- ACM SIGGROUPS (Groupware)
- ACM SIGHT (Business Information Technology)
- ACM SIGICE Bulletin (Individual Computing Environments)
- ACM SIGIR (Information Retrieval)
- ACM SIGKDD (Knowledge Discovery in Data)
- ACM SIGMETRICS (Measurement and Evaluation)
- ACM SIGMICRO (Microprogramming)
- ACM SIGMIS (Management Information Systems)
- ACM SIGMOBILE (Mobility of Systems, Users, Data, and Computing)
- ACM SIGMOD Record (Management of Data)
- ACM SIGNUM (Numerical Mathematics)
- ACM SIGOPS (Operating Systems)
- ACM SIGPLAN (Fortran)
- ACM SIGPLAN (Programming Languages)
- ACM SIGSAC (Security, Audit, and Control)
- ACM SIGSAM (Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation)
- ACM SIGSIM (Simulation)
- ACM SIGSMALL / PC (Small and Personal Computing)
• ACM SIGSOFT (Software Engineering)
• ACM SIGUCCS (University Computing Centers)
• ACM SIGWEB (Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Web)
• ACM Standard View
• ACM Transactions on Algorithms
• ACM Transactions on Applied Perception
• ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization
• ACM Transactions on Asian Language Information Processing
• ACM Transactions on Computational Logic
• ACM Transactions on Computer Systems
• ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction
• ACM Transactions on Database Systems
• ACM Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems
• ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems
• ACM Transactions on Graphics
• ACM Transactions on Information and System Security
• ACM Transactions on Information Systems
• ACM Transactions on Internet Technology
• ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software
• ACM Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation
• ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing Communications and Applications
• ACM Transactions on Office Information Systems
• ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems
• ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks
• ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology
• ACM Transactions on Storage
• ACOR Newsletter
• ACS Division of Fuel Chemistry Preprints
• ACTA Chemica Scandinavica
• ACTA Musicologica
• ACTA Sociologica
• AEDS Journal
• AFAS
• AHA Coding Clinic for ICD-10-CIR and ICD-10-PCS
• AIDS Education and Prevention
• AIHAJ
• ALAN Review
• AIM E-Doc Magazine
• AMCS Activities Newsletter
• AMS Newsletter
• AMSTAT News
• ANS, Advances in Nursing Science
• ANSS Currents
• AORN Journal
• ANQ (formerly American Notes and Queries)
• APS News
• AREUEA Journal
• ART News
• ASB Bulletin
• ASEE Prism
• ASHA
• ASHRAE Journal
• ASHRAE Transactions
• ASTM Standardization News
• ATE Newsletter
• ATQ
• AWHONN Lifelines
• AWI Quarterly
• Abacus
• Academe
• Academic Therapy
• Academy of Management Executive
• Academy of Management Journal
• Academy of Management Perspectives
• Academy of Management Review
• Access
• Accessories
• Accountant, The
• Accountants Digest
• Accounting Horizons
• Accounting Perspectives
• Accounting Review
• Accounting Technology
• Accounting Today
• Accounting, Organizations, and Society
• Accounts of Chemical Research
• Acoustics Today
• Across the Board
• Action in Teacher Education
• Ada Letters
• Adapted Physical Education Quarterly
• Adbusters
• Adelphi Papers
• Administration and Society
• Administration in Social Work
• Administrative Law Review
• Administrative Management
• Administrative Science Quarterly
• Adult Education Quarterly
• Advanced Imaging
• Advanced Technology Libraries
• Advances in Accounting
• Advances in Dental Research
• Advances in Differential Equations
• Advances in Nursing Science
• Advances in Thanatology
• Advancing the Consumer Interest, ACI
• Advertising Age
• Advocate, The
• Affilia: Journal of Women & Social Work
• Africa Report
• African American Review
• African Arts
• Ag Lender
• Against the Grain
• Ageing and Society
• Agni
• Agri Finance
• Agricultural and Forest Meteorology
• Agricultural Education Magazine
• Agricultural Engineering
• Agricultural History
• Agripractice
• Agronomy Journal
• Air and Waste
• Air Force Magazine
• Alberta History
• Alternative Sources of Energy
• Amateur Radio Today
• America
• American Annals of the Deaf
• American Anthropologist
• American Antiquarian Society: Proceedings
• American Antiquity
• American Art
• American Art Journal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Art Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of School Administrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of University Women Outlook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Banker Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bar Association Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bee Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Behavioral Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Book Collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Business Law Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Cartographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Choral Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American City and County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Cinematographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American College of Dentists: Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Criminal Law Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Dialectic Society Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Dyestuff Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Journal: Economic Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Journal: Macroeconomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Journal: Microeconomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economic Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Economist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Educational Research Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Ethnologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Fabrics and Fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Fern Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Fruit Grower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Historical Review, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian Culture &amp; Research Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Jewish History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• American Journal of Agricultural Economics
• American Journal of Ancient History
• American Journal of Archaeology
• American Journal of Audiology
• American Journal of Botany
• American Journal of Business
• American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
• American Journal of Community Psychology
• American Journal of Distance Education
• American Journal of Economics and Sociology
• American Journal of Education
• American Journal of Epidemiology
• American Journal of Family Therapy
• American Journal of Health Behavior
• American Journal of Health Education
• American Journal of Health Promotion
• American Journal of Hospice and Palliative Care
• American Journal of International Law
• American Journal of Managed Care
• American Journal of Medicine and Sports
• American Journal of Mental Deficiency
• American Journal of Nursing
• American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
• American Journal of Occupational Therapy
• American journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics
• American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
• American Journal of Philology
• American Journal of Physical Anthropology
• American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
• American Journal of Physics
• American Journal of Physiology
• American Journal of Political Science
• American Journal of Psychiatry
• American Journal of Psychology
• American Journal of Psychotherapy
• American Journal of Public Health
• American Journal of Science
• American Journal of Small Business
• American Journal of Sociology
• American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology
• American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
• American Journal on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
- American Journal on Mental Retardation
- American Journalism
- American Journalism Review
- American Libraries
- American Literary Realism
- American Literature
- American Mathematical Monthly
- American Medical Record Association Journal
- American Midland Naturalist
- American Mineralogist
- American Music
- American Music Teacher
- American Neptune
- American Notes and Queries (now called ANQ)
- American Nurse Today
- American Nurseryman
- American Organist
- American Philosophical Quarterly
- American Poetry Review
- American Political Science Review
- American Politics Quarterly
- American Politics Research
- American Psychologist
- American Quarterly
- American Record Guide
- American Review of Canadian Studies
- American Review of Public Administration
- American Scholar
- American School and University
- American School Board Journal
- American Scientist
- American Sociological Review
- American Spectator
- American Speech
- American Statistician
- American String Teacher
- American Studies
- American Studies International
- American Theatre
- American Voice
- American Water Works Association Journal
- American West
• American Zoologist
• Americas
• Americas Review
• Americas Textiles
• Americas Textiles International
• AMLE Magazine
• Analysis
• Analytical Biochemistry
• Analytical Chemistry
• Ancient Philosophy
• Angewandte Chemie
• Anglican Theological Review
• Anglo-African Review
• Animal Behavior
• Animal Learning and Behavior
• Animal’s Agenda
• Annales de Geographic
• Annals of Applied Statistics
• Annals of Botany
• Annals of Iowa
• Annals of Statistics
• Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science
• Annals of the Association of American Geographers
• Annals of the Entomological Society of America
• Annals of the History of Computing
• Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden
• Annals of Tourism Research
• Antaeus
• Anthropological Linguistics
• Anthropological Quarterly
• Anthropos
• Antioch Review
• Antiques
• Antiquity
• Antitrust Bulletin
• Antitrust Law & Economics Review
• Antitrust Law Journal
• Antonie Van Leeuwenhoek
• Aperture
• Apollo
• Appalachian Heritage
• Appalachian Journal
• Apparel
• Appliance
• Appliance Manufacturer
• Applied and Environmental Microbiology
• Applied Cognitive Psychology
• Applied Economics
• Applied Economics Letters
• Applied Financial Economics
• Applied Financial Economics Letters
• Applied Measurement in Education
• Applied Nursing Research: ANR
• Applied Optics
• Applied Psychological Measurement
• Applied Spectroscopy
• Applied Statistics
• Appraisal Journal
• Appraisal: Science Books for Young People
• Arab World Geographer, The
• Aramco Magazine
• Arbitration Journal
• Archaeoastronomy
• Archaeology
• Architect
• Architectural Design: AD
• Architectural Digest
• Architectural Record
• Architecture
• Architecture: The AIA Journal
• Archiv Fur Protisten Kunde
• Archives of American Art Journal
• Archives of Environmental and Occupational Health
• Archives of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology
• Archives of Environmental Health
• Archives of Sexual Behavior
• Arena Review
• Argumentation and Advocacy
• Arithmetic Teacher
• Arkansas Historical Association
• Arkansas Historical Quarterly
• Armed Forces Journal
• Armed Forces Journal International
• Army
• Army Times (newspaper)
• Art and Academe
• Art and Design
• Art Book
• Art Bulletin
• Art Calendar
• Art Direction
• Art Education
• Art History
• Art in America
• Art International
• Art Journal
• Art on Paper
• Artforum
• Artforum International
• Artnews
• Arts Magazine
• Arts Newsletter
• Asia-Pacific Development Journal
• Asian Art
• Asian Art and Culture
• Asian Music
• Asian Outlook
• Assessing Writing
• Association of Southeastern Biologists
• Association of Teachers of Technical Writing
• Assessment Journal
• Astronomical Journal
• Astronomy
• Astronomy and Astrophysics
• Astrophysical Journal
• Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series
• Astrophysical Letters and Communications
• Astrophysics and Space Science
• AT & T Technical Journal
• Athletic Journal
• Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Atlanta, GA newspaper)
• Atlantic Monthly
• Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables
• Attention, Perception, and Psychophysics
• Attitude
• Audio
• Audio Visual Communications
• Audubon
• Augmentative and Alternative Communication
• Auk
• Aussenpolitik
• Australasian Journal of Philosophy
• Australian Geographer
• Australian Geographical Studies
• Australian Journal of Chemistry
• Australian Journal of Physics
• AVC Presentation for the Visual Communicator
• Aviation Week and Space Technology
• Azure

-B-

• Back Home In Kentucky
• Backpacker
• Balance Sheet
• Ballet Review
• Banca Nationale Del Laroro
• Bank Administration
• Bank Management
• Bankers Magazine
• Banking Law Journal
• Banking Law Journal Digest
• Banking Strategies
• Barron's
• Basin Research
• Beaver
• Behavior Research and Therapy
• Behavior Research Methods, Instruments, and Computers
• Behavior Therapy
• Behavior Today
• Behavioral and Brain Sciences
• Behavioral and Social Sciences Librarian
• Behavioral Assessment
• Behavioral Neuroscience
• Behavioral Science
• Beijing Review
- Belizean Studies
- Bell Labs Technical Journal
- Beloit Poetry Journal (BPJ)
- Bench & Bar (Kentucky Bar Association)
- Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law
- Best's Review
- Better Homes and Gardens
- Better Investing
- Biblica
- Biblical Archaeologist
- Biblical Archaeology Review
- Biblical Theology Bulletin
- Biblio-Notes
- Bioacoustics
- Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications
- Biochemistry
- Biochemistry and Cell Biology
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Bioenergetics
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Biomembranes
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Gene Structure and Expression
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. General Subjects
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Lipids and Lipid Metabolism
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Molecular Cell Research
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Protein Structure and Molecular Enzymology
- Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. Reviews on Cancer
- Biodegradation
- Biodemography and Social Biology
- Biodiversity Letters
- Biological Bulletin
- Biometrics
- Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry Letters
- Biophysical Journal
- Bios
- BioScience
- Birth
- Black American Literature Forum
- Black Enterprise
- Black Scholar
- Blood - Horse
- Blood - Horse Stallion Register Supplement
- Bluegrass Unlimited
- BME'S Television Engineering
• BMJ
• Bobbin
• Boletín de la Real Academia Española
• Book Links
• Book Report
• Bookbird
• Booklist / American Library Association
• Books in Canada
• Boston College Law Review
• Botanical Review, The
• Botany
• Bottom Line
• Boundry 2
• Brain and Language
• Brandeis Law Journal
• Brill’s Content
• Brio
• British Book News
• British Journal for the History of Science
• British Journal of Criminology
• British Journal of Disorders of Communication
• British Journal of Educational Psychology
• British Journal of Guidance and Counseling
• British Journal of Politics & International Relations
• British Journal of Psychology
• British Journal of Sociology
• Brittonia
• Broadcast Engineering
• Broadcasting
• Broadcasting & Cable
• Brookings Papers on Economic Activity
• Brookings Papers on Microeconomics
• Brookings Review
• Buildings and Landscapes
• Bulletin (new series) of the American Mathematical Society
• Bulletin – American Astronomical Society
• Bulletin – Counsel for Research in Music Education
• Bulletin – Metropolitan Museum of Art
• Bulletin: Journal of the New York State Archaeological Association
• Bulletin of Economic Research
• Bulletin of Hispanic Studies
• Bulletin of Research in the Humanities
• Bulletin of the American Physical Society
• Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
• Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
• Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Japan
• Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America
• Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research
• Bulletin of the John Rylands Library
• Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society
• Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club
• Bureaucrat, The
• Burlington Magazine, The
• Business & Professional Ethics Journal
• Business and Health
• Business and Public Health
• Business and Public Affairs
• Business and Society
• Business and Society Review
• Business Communication Quarterly
• Business Conditions Digest
• Business Economics
• Business Education Forum
• Business First
• Business History Review
• Business Horizons
• Business Insights
• Business Lawyer
• Business Library Newsletter
• Business Marketing
• Business Month
• Business to Business (B to B)
• Business Week
• Byte

-C-

• CA Magazine
• CA Selects: Coal Science and Process Chemistry
• CEA Critic
• CIUS Newsletter
• CLA Journal
• CLAHR
• CQ
• CR: The New Centennial Review
• CSA News: The Newsletter of the Costume Society of America
• CSA Southeast Region Newsletter
• CVA: Contemporary Visual Arts
• Cabinet Maker Plus FDM
• California Law Review
• California Management Review
• Callaloo
• Cambridge Opera Journal
• Cambridge Quarterly
• Campaigns and Elections
• Camping Magazine
• Canada Today
• Canada’s History
• Canadian Art
• Canadian Business
• Canadian Composer
• Canadian Dental Association Journal
• Canadian Dimension
• Canadian Economic Observer
• Canadian Economic Observer Statistical Summary
• Canadian Forum
• Canadian Geographer
• Canadian Historical Review
• Canadian Journal of Animal Science
• Canadian Journal of Botany
• Canadian Journal of Chemistry
• Canadian Journal of Education
• Canadian Journal of Economics
• Canadian Journal of Experimental Psychology
• Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences
• Canadian Journal of Latin American & Caribbean Studies
• Canadian Journal of Mathematics
• Canadian Journal of Microbiology
• Canadian Journal of Native Studies
• Canadian Journal of Philosophy
• Canadian Journal of Philosophy. Supplementary Volume
• Canadian Journal of Physics
• Canadian Journal of Plant Science
• Canadian Journal of Political Science
• Canadian Journal of Psychology
• Canadian Journal of Soil Science
• Canadian Journal of Zoology
• Canadian Library Journal
• Canadian Literature
• Canadian Nurse
• Canadian Psychology
• Canadian Slavonic Papers
• Canadian Statistical Review
• Cancer Nursing
• Capital Area Cavers
• Capstone Journal of Education
• Carbon
• Carbonates and Evaporites
• Career Development Quarterly
• Caribbean Studies
• Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series on Public Policy
• Cartactual
• Cartographical Journal
• Cartography and Geographic Information Science
• Castanea
• Cataloging and Classification Quarterly
• Catholic Biblical Quarterly
• Catholic Historical Review
• Catholic Library World
• Cato Journal
• Cato Policy Report
• CD-ROM Librarian
• CD-ROM Professional
• CD-ROM World
• CEA Critic
• CEA Forum
• Cell
• Centennial Review
• Center Magazine
• Central European History
• Central Kentucky News - Journal (Campbellsville, KY newspaper)
• Central States Archaeological Journal
• Central States Speech Journal
• Ceramics Monthly
• Challenge
• Chance
• Change
• Changing Times
• Chasqui
• Chaucer Review
• Chem Med Chem
• Chemical and Engineering News
• Chemical Communications
• Chemical Innovation
• Chemical Reviews
• Chemical Society Reviews
• Chemical Week
• Chemische Berichte
• Chemistry, a European Journal
• Chemistry, an Asian Journal
• Chemistry in Britain
• Chemistry Letters
• Chemistry of Materials
• Chem Med Chem
• Chemtech
• Chicago Fed Letter
• Chicago Tribune (newspaper from Chicago, Illinois)
• Child Abuse and Neglect
• Child and Youth Care Forum
• Child and Youth Care Leader
• Child Development
• Child Development Perspectives
• Child Welfare
• Childhood Education
• Children & Libraries
• Children’s Health Care
• Children’s House, Children’s World
• Children’s Literature Association Quarterly
• Children’s Literature in Education
• China Pictorial
• China Quarterly
• China Review
• China Review International
• China Today
• Chinese Studies in History
• Choice (Association of College & Research Libraries)
• Choices
• Choir and Organ
• Choral Journal
• Christian Century
• Christian Scholar's Review
• Christianity and Crisis
• Christianity Today
• Chronicle
• Chronicle of Higher Education (this is a newspaper)
• Chronicles of Oklahoma
• Chtenia: Readings From Russia
• Church History
• Church Musician
• Church Musician Today
• Church Recreation Magazine
• Cineaste
• Cinema Scope
• Citizen Times (Scottsville, KY newspaper)
• Civil Engineering
• Civil War History
• Civil War Times Illustrated
• CLA Journal
• Clarinet
• Classic and Modern Literature: A Quarterly
• Classic Images
• Classical Journal
• Classical Quarterly
• Classical Review
• Classical World
• Classroom Computer Learning
• Clavier
• Clavier’s Keys
• Clavier’s Piano Explorer
• Clay Minerals
• Cleaning & Maintenance Management
• Cleaning Management
• Clearing House
• Clearing House Review
• Cleft Palate – Craniofacial Journal
• Climate Research
• Clinical Cancer Research
• Clinical Preventive Dentistry
• Clinical Psychology Review
• Clothing and Textiles Research Journal
• Coach and Athletic Director
• Coal
- Coal Age
- Coal Mining
- CODA: Poets and Writers Newsletter
- Coding Clinic for ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS
- Cognition
- Cognitive, Affective, & Behavioral Neuroscience
- Cognitive Neuropsychology
- Cognitive Psychology
- Cognitive Therapy and Research
- Collection Management
- College and Research Libraries
- College and Research Libraries News
- College and Undergraduate Libraries
- College and University
- College Board Review
- College Composition and Communication
- College English
- College Heights Herald (Western KY University newspaper)
- College Literature
- College Mathematics Journal
- College Student Affairs Journal
- College Student Journal
- College Teaching
- Colloquia Germanica
- Colonial Latin American Historical Review
- Columbia Journal of Environmental Law
- Columbia Journal of World Business
- Columbia Journalism Review
- Columbia Law Review
- Columns (State Historical Society of Wisconsin)
- Commentary (American Jewish Committee)
- Comments on Etymology
- Comments on Modern Chemistry, Part A: Inorganic Chemistry
- Commercial Image
- Commercial Law League of America
- Commercial Law Bulletin
- Commercial Law Journal
- Common Cause
- Commonweal
- Commonwealth and Comparative Politics
- Communication Abstracts
- Communication Arts
• Communication, Culture, and Critique
• Communication Education
• Communication Monographs
• Communication Quarterly
• Communication Reports
• Communication Research
• Communication Research Reports: CRR
• Communication Studies
• Communication Theory
• Communication World
• Communications of the ACM
• Communicator
• Communist and Post-Communist Studies
• Community College Journal
• Community Mental Health Journal
• Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology
• Comparative Critical Studies
• Comparative Drama
• Comparative Education Review
• Comparative Literature
• Comparative Literature Studies
• Comparative Parasitology
• Comparative Political Studies
• Comparative Politics
• Comparative Studies in Society and History
• Compass
• Compass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon
• Compendium of Continuing Education in Dentistry
• Compensation and Benefits Review
• Composition Forum
• Computer
• Computer Architecture News
• Computer Communication Review
• Computer Journal
• Computers in Accounting
• Computers in Human Services
• Computers in Libraries
• Computers in Nursing
• Computers in the Schools
• Computerworld
• Computing in Science and Engineering
• Computing Surveys
• Computing Teacher
• Concerns
• Concord Saunterer
• Congress and the Presidency
• Congressional Digest
• Connecticut Review
• Conservation
• Conservation Biology
• Consortium
• Constitution
• Consumer Reports
• Consumer Reports Buying Guide
• Consumer's Research Magazine
• Contact Quarterly
• Contemporary
• Contemporary Education
• Contemporary Family Therapy
• Contemporary Literature
• Contemporary Pediatrics
• Contemporary Policy Issues
• Contemporary Review
• Contemporary Sociology
• Contemporary Visual Arts
• Contention
• Contract Design
• Cooperation South
• Coordination Chemistry Reviews
• Copeia
• Corn and Soybean Digest, The
• Cornell Hospitality Quarterly
• Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Quarterly
• Cornell Law Review
• Cornell Plantations Magazine
• Corrections Today
• Cosmopolitan
• Council for Research in Music Education: Bulletin
• Counseling Today (newspaper)
• Counselor Education and Supervision
• Country Dance and Song Society News
• Courier-Journal (Louisville, KY newspaper)
• Covert Action Quarterly
• CPA Journal
• CQ (Amateur Radio)
• CQ Guide to Current American Government
• CR: The New Centennial Review
• Crazy Horse
• Creative Child and Adult Quarterly
• Creative Nonfiction
• Creativity Plus
• Cricket
• Crime and Delinquency
• Crime and Social Justice
• Criminal Justice
• Criminal Justice and Behavior
• Criminal Justice Review
• Criminology
• Criminology and Public Policy
• Crisis
• Critical Care Nurse
• Critical Care Nursing Quarterly
• Critical Inquiry
• Critical Quarterly
• Critical Reviews in Environmental Science and Technology
• Critical Studies in Mass Communication: CSMC
• Criticism
• Critique
• Crop Science
• Croplife
• Cross Currents
• Cuadernos Hispano-Americanos
• Cultural Survival Quarterly
• Culture, Theory, and Critique
• Cumberland County News (Burkesville, KY)
• CUPA Journal
• Current
• Current Anthropology
• Current Directions in Psychological Science
• Current Geographical Publications
• Current History
• Current Musicology
• Current Politics and Economics of Russia, Eastern, & Central Europe
• Current Politics of the Soviet Union
• Current Sociology
• Custom Builder
• Custom Home

-D-

• Die Erde
• DNA
• Daedalus
• Daily News (Park City Daily News) (Bowling Green, KY newspaper)
• Daily Weather Maps
• Dairy Foods
• Dalton
• Dalton Transactions
• Dance Chronicle
• Dance Magazine
• Dance Research Journal
• Darkroom and Creative Camera Techniques
• Data Management
• Datamation
• Dealerscope Merchandising
• Death Studies
• Decision Line
• Decision Sciences
• Decision Sciences Journal of Innovative Education
• Decision Support Systems
• Decision Support Systems and Electronic Commerce
• Defense Law Journal
• Delaware Journal of Corporate Law
• Delta Pi Epsilon Journal
• Demography
• Dental Assistant
• Dental Clinics of North America
• Dental Economics
• Dental Hygiene
• Dental Management
• Design
• Design Engineering
• Design Quarterly
• Designer Specifier
• Details
• Detroit College of Law at Michigan State University Law Review
• Detroit College of Law Review
• Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift Fuer Literaturwessenschaft
• Deutschland
• Developing Economies
• Development
• Development and Change
• Developmental Biology
• Developmental Policy: The Journal of the National PSO
• Developmental Policy Studies
• Developmental Psychology
• Deviant Behavior
• Diabetes Educator
• Dialog
• Dickensian
• Die Music-Forschung
• Die Unterrichtspraxis – Teaching German
• Differential and Integral Equations
• Digital Content Producer
• Digital Photo
• Digital Video
• Dimension
• Dimension 2
• Dimensions
• Dimensions of Early Childhood
• Diplomatic History
• Dirty Linen
• Disaster Recovery Journal
• Discover
• Discrete Mathematics
• Dispute Resolution Journal
• Dissent
• Distributed Computing
• Diversity and Distributions
• Dixie Line
• DLS Newsletter
• Doane’s Agricultural Report
• Document World
• Double Reed
• Down Beat
• Dreiser Studies
• Duke Mathematical Journal
• Dun’s Business Month
• Dynamic Systems and Applications
• Dysphagia

-E-

• E-Doc
• E-Media Professional
• EBSS Newsletter
• ECIJ/Educational Communication and Technology Journal
• E-Content
• EDN/Electrical Design News
• ELH/English Literary History
• EM
• EMS Magazine
• EMS World
• ENR
• ESQ
• Early China
• Early Music
• Earth
• Earth Island Journal
• East
• East Asia
• East Asian History
• Eastern Anthropologist
• Eastern Kentucky University Educational Review
• Ebony
• Ecological Applications
• Ecological Monographs
• Ecology
• Ecology Law Quarterly
• Econometrica
• Economic Bulletin For Asia Pacific United Nations
• Economic Development and Cultural Change
• Economic Geology and the Bulletin of the Society of Economic Geologists
• Economic History Review
• Economic Inquiry
• Economic Journal, The
• Economic Perspectives (Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago)
• Economic Review
• Economica
• Economics of Education Review
• Economist
• Edgar Allan Poe Review, The
• Editor and Publisher
• Education and Culture
• Education and Training in Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities
• Education and Urban Society
• Education Canada
• Education Digest
• Education in Chemistry
• Education Monitor
• Education of the Visually Handicapped
• Education Update
• Educational and Industrial Television
• Educational and Psychological Measurement
• Educational Assessment
• Educational Directions For Dental Auxillaries
• Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis
• Educational Forum
• Educational Gerontology
• Educational Horizons
• Educational Leadership
• Educational Oasis
• Educational Record
• Educational Research
• Educational Research Quarterly
• Educational Researcher
• Educational Review
• Educational Technology
• Educational Technology and Development
• Educational Theory
• Eighteenth Century: Theory and Interpretation
• Eighteenth Century Fiction
• Eighteenth Century Studies
• Eire – Ireland
• Ekistics
• Electrochemical and Solid-State Letters
• Electrochemical Society Interface
• Electronic
• Electronic Design
• Electronic Learning
• Electronic Libraries
• Electronic Now
• Electronic Servicing and Technology Prolax Schematics Special
• Elementary School Guidance and Counseling
• Elementary School Journal
• Elements
• Elenchus of Biblica
• Elle
• E Media
• E Media Magazine
• Emergency
• Emergency Medical Services
• Emily Dickinson Journal
• Empire
• Employee Relations Law Journal
• Employee Services Management
• Encounter
• Endeavor
• Endocrinology
• Energy and Fuels
• Energy Engineering
• Engineering Education
• Engineering News-Record
• English Dance and Song
• English Historical Review
• English Journal
• English Language Notes
• English Literary Renaissance
• English Literature in Transitions
• English Studies
• English Today
• Entertainment Design
• Entertainment Weekly
• Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice
• Environment
• Environment and Behavior
• Environment and Planning A
• Environment and Planning B. Planning and Design
• Environmental Action
• Environmental Biology of Fishes
• Environmental Conservation
• Environmental Engineering and Engineering Geoscience
• Environmental Ethics
• Environmental History
• Environmental History Review
• Environmental Science & Technology
• EPRI Guide
• EPRI Journal
• Equity and Excellence
• Equity & Excellence in Education
• Equus
• Erde
• Eric Review
• Erool and Icohle Ierdgaspetrochemie
• Ergonomics
• Esquire
• Essay in Kiterature
• Essays in Criticism
• Essence
• Essential Teacher
• Estate Planning
• Estreno
• Et Cetera
• E.T. Ideas
• ETC: A Review of General Semantics
• Ethics
• Ethnology
• Ethnomusicology
• Eudora Welty Newsletter
• Euphorion
• Eurasian Geography and Economics
• Eureka Studies In Teaching Short Fiction
• Europe-Asia Studies
• European History Quarterly
• European Journal of Clinical Nutrition
• European Journal of Disorders of Communications
• European Journal of Inorganic Chemistry
• European Journal of Organic Chemistry
• European Journal of Social Psychology
• European Journal of Sociology
• European Journal of Soil Science
• European Legacy
• Evaluation Review
• Evangelical Quarterly
• Event DV
• Evolution
• Exceptional Children
• Exceptional Parent
• Executive Educator
• Exercise and Sport Sciences Reviews
• Experimental Agriculture
• Experimental Astronomy
• Experimental Biology and Medicine
• Experimental Mathematics
• Experimental Mycology
• Experimental Parasitology
• Experimental Sales Research
• Explicator
• Explorations in Economic History
• Expository Times
• Extrapolation

-F-

• Fabula
• Fachdienst Germanistik
• Faith and Philosophy
• Families in Society
• Family and Community Health
• Family and Consumer Sciences Research Journal
• Family Journal: Counseling and Therapy For Couples and Families
• Family Planning Perspectives
• Family Process
• Family Relations
• Family Therapy
• Fanfare
• Fantastic Man
• Far Eastern Economic Review
• Faraday Discussions of the Chemical Society
• Farm and Power Equipment Dealer
• Farm Chemicals
• Fashion Practice
• Fashion Theory
• FCC Newsletter
• Fed in Print
• Federal Communications Law Journal
• Federal Probation
• Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago Economic Perspectives
• Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Economic Commentary
• Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Financial Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Southwest Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City Economic Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of New York Economic Policy
• Federal Reserve Bank of New York Quarterly Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Business Review
• Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
• Feliciter
• Feminist Studies
• Feminist Teacher
• Femspec
• Fiberarts
• Fibonacci Quarterly
• Fides et Historia
• Field
• Field and Stream
• Field Notes (Arkansas Archeological Society)
• Film Comment
• Film Criticism
• Film International
• Film Literature Quarterly
• Film Quarterly
• Films of the Golden Age
• Filson Club History Quarterly
• Financial Analysts Journal
• Financial Executive
• Financial Industry Studies
• Financial Management
• Financial Planning
• Financial Review
• Financial World
• Fire Management Notes
• Fisheries
- Fishery Bulletin
- Fitness and Sports Review International
- FLICC Newsletter
- Florida Historical Quarterly
- Flying
- Focus (American Geographical Society)
- Focus on Critical Care
- Focus on Elementary: Ages 7-10
- Focus on Exceptional Children
- Focus on Geography
- Focus on Infants & Toddlers: Ages 0-3
- Folklore
- Folklore Feminists Communication (1994)
- Folklore in Use
- Folklore Forum
- Folklore Women’s Studies
- Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal
- Food Management
- Food Technology
- Footwear News
- Forbes
- Forces
- Forecast
- Forecast For the Home Economist
- Foreign Affairs
- Foreign Language Annals
- Foreign Policy
- Foreign Policy Analysis
- Fortune
- Forum For Promoting 3-19 Comprehensive Education
- Forum For Promoting Comprehensive Education
- Forum For the Discussion of New Trends in Education
- Foundry Management & Technology
- Fourth Genre
- France Today
- Free China review
- Freeman
- French Historical Studies
- French Review
- Freshwater Biology
- Frontiers
- Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment
- A l p h a b e t i c a l  L i s t  o f  P r i n t  P e r i o d i c a l  H o l d i n g s -

- Fuel
- Fuel Processing Technology
- Fundamentalist Journal
- Fungal Genetics and Biology
- Furniture Design and Manufacturing
- Furniture Manufacturing Management (Furniture and Cabinet Manufacturing)
- Furrow
- Future of Children
- Futurist

- G-

- GA: The Magazine of the Geographical Association
- GATF World / Graphic Arts Technical Foundation
- Gazette Dec Beaux-Arts
- G/C/J
- GQ (Gentlemen’s Quarterly)
- GSA Today
- Gender and Society
- General and Comparative Endocrinology
- General Dentistry
- Genetic, Social and General Psychology Monographs
- Genetics
- Genre (Chicago, IL)
- Gentlewoman
- Geocarto International
- Geografiska Annaler. Series A. Physical Geography
- Geografiska Annaler. Series B. Human Geography
- Geographical (Royal Geographical Society Magazine)
- Geographical Analysis
- Geographical Journal
- Geographical Perspectives
- Geographical Review
- Geographics
- Geography: Journal of the Geographical Association
- Geological Magazine
- Geological Society of America Bulletin
- Geology
- Geophysics
- George Herbert Journal
- Georgetown Journal of International Law
- Georgia Historical Quarterly
- Georgia History Today
- Georgia Review
- Geotimes
- GeoWorld
- Geriatric Nursing
- German Life and Letters
- German Quarterly
- Germanic Review
- Germanistik
- Gerontologist
- Gestalt Journal
- Gifted Child Today Quarterly
- Gifted Child Today Magazine
- Gimlet-Edmonson News (Edmonson County, KY newspaper)
- GIS World
- Glasgow Daily Times (Glasgow, KY newspaper)
- Global Ecology and Biogeography
- Global Ecology and Biogeography Letters
- Globe and Mail (Toronto)
- Golden Seal
- Golf Business
- Good Housekeeping
- Governing
- Government Accountants Journal
- Government Finance Review
- Government Information Quarterly
- Government Publications Review
- Graduate Nation
- Grain
- Grants Magazine
- Graphis
- Grassroots Fundraising Journal
- Grayson County News - Gazette (Leitchfield, KY newspaper)
- Greece and Rome
- Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies
- Green River Review
- Griffith Observer
- Ground Water
- Ground Water Monitoring and Remediation
- Grounds Maintenance
- Grower Talks
- Growth and Change
• Guardian Weekly
• Guidance and Counseling
• Guitar Review

-H-

• HR Magazine
• Ham Radio
• Hamlet Studies
• Harper’s
• Harper’s Bazaar
• Hancock Clarion (Hawesville, KY newspaper)
• Harpers’ Magazine
• Harriman Institute Forum
• Harriman Review
• Hart County News Herald (Hart County, KY newspaper)
• Harvard Business Review
• Harvard Civil Rights Civil Liberties Law Review
• Harvard Educational Review
• Harvard Environmental Review
• Harvard Health Letter
• Harvard Journal of African American Public Policy
• Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
• Harvard Law Review
• Harvard Theological Review
• Hastings Center Report
• Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly
• Health
• Health Affairs
• Health and Social Work
• Health Care Management Review
• Health Communication
• Health Education
• Health Education and Behavior
• Health Education Quarterly
• Health IT Advisory Report
• Health Physics
• Health Progress
• Health Services Management Research
• Health Services Research: HSR
• Health value
• Healthcare Financial Management
• Heart and Lung
• Heating, Piping / Air Conditioning Engineering
• Henry James Review
• Herald News (Hardinsburg, KY newspaper)
• Heritage. American Jewish Historical Society
• Herald Ledger (Eddyville, KY newspaper)
• Hilgardia
• High Fidelity
• High School Magazine
• High School Journal
• Highlights
• Hispania
• Hispanic American Historical Review
• Hispanic Review
• Hispano fila
• Historia: Zeitschrift fur Alte Geschichte
• Historian
• Historic Preservation
• Historic Preservation Forum
• Historical Research
• History and Theory
• History Now
• History of Political Economy
• History of Religions
• History of Science
• History Today
• Hoard’s Dairyman
• Hog Farm Management
• Holistic Nursing Practice
• Hollins Critic
• Home Economic Research Journal
• Home Healthcare Nurse
• Hoosier Folklore Society
• Horizon
• Horn Book
• Horn Book Magazine
• Horn Call
• Horse and Horseman
• Horse & Rider
• Horseman
• Horticulture
• HortScience
• HortTechnology
• Hospital Topics
• Hospitality Design
• Hospitality Law
• Hospitals
• Hospitals and Health Networks
• Hotel and Motel Management
• Hotel Management
• House and Garden
• House Beautiful
• Housing and Society
• Houston Journal of Mathematics
• HR Focus
• HR Magazine
• Hudson Review
• Human Communication Research
• Human Development
• Human Ecology
• Human Learning
• Human Nutrition: Food Science and Nutrition
• Human Organization
• Human Relations
• Human Resource Management
• Humanist
• Humanity and Society
• Huntington Library Quarterly
• Hydraulics and Pneumatics
• Hydrocarbon Processing
• Hypatia

-I-

• IBM Journal of Research and Development
• IBM Systems Journal
• ID
• IE Industrial Engineering
• IEE Proceedings: Part B. Electric Power Applications
• IEE Proceedings: Part C. Generation, Transmission, and Distribution
• IEE Proceedings: Part H. Microwaves, Antennas, and Propagation
• IEE Transactions on Computational Biology and Informatics
- IEEE Annals of the History of Computing
- IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
- IEEE Internet Computing
- IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics
- IEEE Transactions on Computers
- IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics
- IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management
- IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
- IEEE/ACM Transactions on Computational Biology and Informatics
- IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking
- IET Electric Power Applications
- IET Generation, Transmissions, and Distribution
- IET Microwaves, Antennas, and Propagation
- IFLA Journal / International Federation of Library Associations
- IGC Retailer
- IGC Magazine
- IIE Solutions
- IMC Journal
- IMF Economic Review
- IMF Survey
- IRAL: International Review of Applied Linguistics in Language Teaching
- Icarus
- Idealistic Studies
- Illinois Journal of Mathematics
- Illinois Libraries
- Illinois Mature History Survey Report
- Illinois Parks and Recreation
- Illinois Teacher of Home Economics
- Illinois
- In-fo-cus: Kentucky Library Association Newsletter
- Image
- In Practice
- Inc.
- Inbound Logistics
- Incider
- Index on Censorship
- Independent Banker
- Independent Energy
- Independent Power
- Independent Restaurant
• India Today
• India Today International
• Indiana Business Review
• Indiana Folklore and Oral History
• Indiana Media Journal
• Indiana University. Folklore Institute Archives of Traditional Music Trimester Report
• Indiana Review
• Individual Psychology
• Industrial and Labor Relations Review
• Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
• Industrial Education
• Industrial Engineering
• Industrial Fishing
• Industrial Marketing Management
• Industrial Paint and Powder
• Industrial Photography
• Industrial Relations
• Industrial Relations Law Journal
• Industry and Higher Education
• Industry Week
• Infection and Immunity
• In Focus
• Info Systems
• Infonomics
• Information and Management
• Information Executive
• Information Outlook
• Information Processing and Management
• Information Technology and Libraries
• Information Technology, Learning, and Performance Journal
• Initiatives
• Inorganic Chemistry
• Inorganica Chimica Acta
• Inorganica Chimica Acta Bioinorganic Chemistry Articles and Letters
• Inorganica Chimica Acta Incorporating F-Block Elements
• Inquiry
• Institute of British Geographers
• Institutional Investor
• Instructor
• Instructor and Teacher
• Instrumentalist
• Integrative and Comparative Biology
• Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
• Intelligence (ACM)
• Interactions
• Intercambio Internacional
• Intercollegiate Review
• Intercom
• Interface
• Interfaces
• Interior and Resources
• Interior Design (Cahners)
• Interiors
• Internal Auditing
• Internal Auditor
• International Affairs (Moscow)
• International Council for Traditional Music. Bulletin
• International Criminal Justice Review
• International Dental Journal
• International Defense Review
• International Digest of Health Legislation
• International Economic Review
• International Education
• International Financial Statistics
• International Information and Library Review
• International Jerusalem Post
• International Journal
• International Journal for Parasitology
• International Journal for Philosophy of Religion
• International Journal of Accounting
• International Journal of Accounting Education and Research
• International Journal of Aging and Human Development
• International Journal of Central Banking / Bank of Canada
• International Journal of Coal Geology
• International Journal of Comparative and Applied Criminal Justice
• International Journal of Comparative Sociology
• International Journal of Conflict Management
• International Journal of Food Sciences and Nutrition
• International Journal of Forecasting
• International Journal of Geographical Information Science
• International Journal of Geographical Information Systems
• International Journal of Industrial Organization
• International Journal of Instructional Media
• International Journal of Intercultural Relations
- International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders
- International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology
- International Journal of Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences
- International Journal of Narrative Therapy and Community Work
- International Journal of Offender Therapy and Comparative Criminology
- International Journal of Reality Therapy
- International Journal of Retail and Distribution Management
- International Journal of Sociology
- International Journal of Sociology and the Family
- International Journal of Sport Nutrition
- International Journal of Sport Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism
- International Journal of Sport Psychology
- International Journal of Sports Medicine
- International Journal of Urban and Regional Research
- International Library Review
- International Marketing Review
- International Migration Review
- International Monetary and Staff Papers
- International Nursing Review
- International Organization
- International Poetry Review
- International Political Sociology
- International Quarterly of Community Health Education
- International Review for the Sociology of Sport
- International Review of African American Art
- International Review of Environmental and Resource Economics
- International Review of Hydrobiology
- International Review of Modern Sociology
- International Security
- International Studies of Management and Organization
- International Studies Perspectives
- International Studies Quarterly
- International Studies Review
- International Trade
- International Wildlife
- Internationale Revue der Gesamten Hydrobiolgie
- Internet Reference Services Quarterly
- Internet World
- Interpretation
- Intervention in School and Clinic
- Invertebrate Biology
- Iowa Review, The
• IPPL News
• Irish Literary Supplement
• Irish University Review
• Iron and Steel Engineer
• Iron Wood
• IRS Examination Questions and Official Answers
• ISIS
• Islam and the Modern Age
• Issues in Accounting Education
• ITG Journal (International Trumpet Guild)

-J-

• JAC, Journal of Composition Theory
• JAMA: Journal of the American Medical Association
• JASNA News
• JBSP: The Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology
• JEGP: The Journal of English and Germanic Philology
• JMR: Journal of Marketing Research
• JRTE: Journal of Research on Technology in Education
• JSAC Grapevine: Joint Strategy Action Committee
• James Joyce Quarterly
• Jane’s International Defense Review
• Japan Close Up
• Japan Pictorial
• Japan Quarterly
• Jerusalem Journal of International Relations
• (New) Jerusalem Post International
• Jerusalem Quarterly
• Jet
• Jewish Journal of Sociology
• Jewish Observer, The (newspaper)
• Johnsonian Newsletter
• Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient Safety
• Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Safety
• Joint Commission Journal on Quality Improvement
• Jona’s Healthcare Law, Ethics, and Regulation
• Jordan
• Journal / American Water Works Association
• Journal / California School Library Association
• Journal for Research in Mathematics Education
• Journal for Specialists In Pediatric Nursing
• Journal for the Education of the Gifted
• Journal for the History of Astronomy
• Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion
• Journal for the Theory of Social Behavior
• Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology
• Journal of Abnormal Psychology
• Journal of Academic Librarianship
• Journal of Accountancy
• Journal of Accounting and Economics
• Journal of Accounting and Public Policy
• Journal of Accounting, Auditing & Finance
• Journal of Accounting Education
• Journal of Accounting Research
• Journal of Addictions and Offender Counseling
• Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy
• Journal of Advanced Composition
• Journal of Advanced Materials
• Journal of Advanced Nursing
• Journal of Advertising
• Journal of Advertising Research
• Journal of Aesthetic Education
• Journal of African American History
• Journal of African History
• Journal of African Policy Studies
• Journal of Aging Studies
• Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics
• Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
• Journal of Agricultural, Biological, and Environmental Studies
• Journal of Agricultural Education
• Journal of Agricultural Science
• Journal of Agromedicine
• Journal of Agronomic Education
• Journal of AHIMA / American Health Information Management Association
• Journal of Alcohol and Drug Education
• Journal of Algebra
• Journal of Allied Health
• Journal of American College Health
• Journal of American Culture
• Journal of American and Comparative Cultures
• Journal of American Culture
• Journal of American Folk-Lore
• Journal of American History
• Journal of American Insurance
• Journal of American Studies
• Journal of Animal Ecology
• Journal of Anthropological Research
• Journal of Appalachian Studies
• Journal of Applied Bacteriology
• Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis
• Journal of Applied Behavioral Science
• Journal of Applied Business Research
• Journal of Applied Communication Research
• Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology
• Journal of Applied Microbiology
• Journal of Applied Nutrition
• Journal of Applied Philosophy
• Journal of Applied Physics
• Journal of Applied Physiology
• Journal of Applied Psychology
• Journal of Applied Social Psychology
• Journal of Aquatic Animal Health
• Journal of Archaeological Science
• Journal of Asian Business
• Journal of Asian Studies
• Journal of Athletic Training
• Journal of Austrian Studies
• Journal of Baccalaureate Social Work
• Journal of Band Research
• Journal of Basic Writing
• Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry
• Journal of Biblical Literature
• Journal of Biochemistry
• Journal of Biogeography
• Journal of Biological Chemistry
• Journal of Biological Rhythms
• Journal of Black Psychology
• Journal of Black Studies
• Journal of Blacks in Higher Education
• Journal of Brand Management
• Journal of British Studies
• Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media
• Journal of Business
• Journal of Business and Economic Statistics
• Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing
• Journal of Business and Public Affairs
• Journal of Business Communication
• Journal of Business Ethics
• Journal of Business Logistics
• Journal of Business Research
• Journal of Business Strategy
• Journal of Business Venturing
• Journal of Canadian Studies
• Journal of Career Assessment
• Journal of Career Planning and Employment
• Journal of Caribbean History
• Journal of Catalysis
• Journal of Cell Biology
• Journal of Cell Science
• Journal of Cellular Physiology
• Journal of Chemical Education
• Journal of Chemical Physics
• Journal of Chemical Research
• Journal of Child Language
• Journal of Christian Nursing
• Journal of Climate
• Journal of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology
• Journal of Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy
• Journal of Child Psychology
• Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry and Allied Disciplines
• Journal of Church and State
• Journal of Church Music
• Journal of Climate and Applied Meteorology
• Journal of Clinical Microbiology
• Journal of Clinical Periodontology
• Journal of Clinical Psychology
• Journal of Coal Quality
• Journal of College and University Law
• Journal of College Science Teaching
• Journal of College Student Development
• Journal of Combinatorial Designs
• Journal of Commonwealth and Comparative Politics
• Journal of Communication
• Journal of Communication Disorders
• Journal of Community Practice
• Journal of Community Psychology
• Journal of Comparative Economics
• Journal of Comparative Psychology
• Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics
• Journal of Computer and System Sciences
• Journal of Computer Based Instruction
• Journal of Computer Information Systems
• Journal of Computing in Higher Education
• Journal of Conflict Resolution
• Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology
• Journal of Consumer Affairs
• Journal of Consumer Marketing
• Journal of Consumer Psychology
• Journal of Consumer Research
• Journal of Contemporary Ethnography
• Journal of Contemporary History
• Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing
• Journal of Continuing Higher Education
• Journal of Cooperative Education
• Journal of Coordination Chemistry
• Journal of Corporation Law
• Journal of Counseling and Development
• Journal of Counseling Psychology
• Journal of Country Music
• Journal of Creative Behavior
• Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology
• Journal of Cross-Cultural Gerontology
• Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology
• Journal of Cultural Geography
• Journal of Current Research in Global Business
• Journal of Dairy Research
• Journal of Dairy Science
• Journal of Dance Education
• Journal of Database Marketing and Customer Strategy Management
• Journal of Democracy
• Journal of Dental Education
• Journal of Dental Hygiene
• Journal of Dental Practice Administration
• Journal of Dentistry for Children
• Journal of Developing Areas
• Journal of Development Studies
• Journal of Developmental Education
• Journal of Differential Equations
• Journal of Direct Marketing
• Journal of Documentation
• Journal of Drug Education
• Journal of Early Christian Studies
• Journal of Early Intervention
• Journal of Ecology
• Journal of Economic Education
• Journal of Economic Entomology
• Journal of Economic History
• Journal of Economic Issues
• Journal of Economic Literature
• Journal of Economic Perspectives
• Journal of Economic Theory
• Journal of Economics and Business
• Journal of Ecumenical Studies
• Journal of Education
• Journal of Education Finance
• Journal of Education for Business
• Journal of Education for Library and Information Science
• Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics
• Journal of Educational Measurement
• Journal of Educational Psychology
• Journal of Educational Research
• Journal of Educational Statistics
• Journal of Educational Thought
• Journal of Elementary Science Education
• Journal of Emergency Nursing
• Journal of Employment Counseling
• Journal of Endocrinology
• Journal of Engineering Education
• Journal of Engineering Technology
• Journal of English Linguistics
• Journal of Enterostomal Therapy
• Journal of Environmental Health
• Journal of Environmental Quality
• Journal of ET Nursing
• Journal of Ethnic and Cultural Diversity in Social Work
• Journal of Eukaryotic Microbiology
• Journal of Evidence-Based Dental Practice
• Journal of Experimental Analysis of Behavior
• Journal of Experimental Biology
• Journal of Experimental Botany
• Journal of Experimental Child Psychology
• Journal of Experimental Education
• Journal of Experimental Psychology
• Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behavior Processes
• Journal of Experimental Psychology: General
• Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance
• Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition
• Journal of Experimental Social Psychology
• Journal of Experimental Zoology
• Journal of Extension
• Journal of Family and Consumer Sciences
• Journal of Family and Economic Issues
• Journal of Family History
• Journal of Family Law
• Journal of Family Theory And Review
• Journal of Finance
• Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis
• Journal of Financial Economics
• Journal of Financial Planning
• Journal of Financial Research
• Journal of Fish Biology
• Journal of Fish Diseases
• Journal of Fluency Disorders
• Journal of Folklore Research
• Journal of Food Protection
• Journal of Food Science
• Journal of Forecasting
• Journal of Forensic Sciences
• Journal of Forestry
• Journal of General and Applied Microbiology
• Journal of General Education
• Journal of General Microbiology
• Journal of General Psychology
• Journal of Genetic Psychology
• Journal of Geography
• Journal of Geological Education
• Journal of Geology
• Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres
• Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans
• Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets
• Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth
- Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth and Planets
- Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics
- Journal of Geoscience Education
- Journal of Gerontological Nursing
- Journal of Gerontology
- Journal of Global Business
- Journal of Global Marketing
- Journal of Government Financial Management
- Journal of Government Information
- Journal of Graph Theory
- Journal of Graphics Tools
- Journal of Health and Social Behavior
- Journal of Health Care Finance
- Journal of Health Care Marketing
- Journal of Health Education
- Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law
- Journal of Heredity
- Journal of Higher Education
- Journal of Historical Geography
- Journal of Home Economics
- Journal of Homosexuality
- Journal of Horticultural Science
- Journal of Horticultural Science & Biotechnology
- Journal of Housing & Community Development
- Journal of Housing Research
- Journal of Human Behavior and Learning
- Journal of Human Movement Studies
- Journal of Human Resources
- Journal of Humanistic Counseling, Education, and Development
- Journal of Humanistic Psychology
- Journal of Immunology
- Journal of Indian Philosophy
- Journal of Individual Psychology
- Journal of Industrial Economics
- Journal of Industrial Technology
- Journal of Infectious Diseases
- Journal of Information and Image Management
- Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry
- Journal of Instructional Psychology
- Journal of Intellectual Disability Research
- Journal of Interactive Marketing
- Journal of Inter-American Studies and World Affairs
• Journal of Intercultural Communication Research
• Journal of Interior Design
• Journal of International Affairs
• Journal of International Business Studies
• Journal of International Consumer Marketing
• Journal of International Economics
• Journal of International Marketing
• Journal of Intravenous Nursing
• Journal of Japanese Studies
• Journal of Jewish Studies
• Journal of Knot Theory
• Journal of Labor Economics
• Journal of Latin American Studies
• Journal of Law and Economics
• Journal of Law and Education
• Journal of Law, Medicine and Ethics
• Journal of Learning Disabilities
• Journal of Legal Studies, The
• Journal of Leisure Research
• Journal of Lesbian Studies
• Journal of Library History
• Journal of Literacy Research
• Journal of Luminescence
• Journal of Macroeconomics
• Journal of Macromarketing
• Journal of Mammalogy
• Journal of Management Education
• Journal of Management Information Systems
• Journal of Management Studies
• Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
• Journal of Marital and Family Therapy
• Journal of Marketing
• Journal of Marketing Analytics
• Journal of Marketing Channels
• Journal of Marketing Education
• Journal of Marketing for Higher Education
• Journal of Marketing Research
• Journal of Marketing Theory and Practice
• Journal of Marriage and the Family
• Journal of Mass Media Ethics
• Journal of Materials Chemistry
• Journal of Medical Microbiology
- Journal of Medicine and Philosophy
- Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies
- Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
- Journal of Medieval History
- Journal of Memory and Language
- Journal of Mental Deficiency Research
- Journal of Mental Health Counseling
- Journal of Mental Imagery
- Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering
- Journal of Military History
- Journal of Mississippi History
- Journal of Modern African Studies
- Journal of Modern History
- Journal of Modern Literature
- Journal of Molecular Biology
- Journal of Molecular Catalysis
- Journal of Molecular Catalysis A: Chemical
- Journal of Molecular Endocrinology
- Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy
- Journal of Monetary Economics
- Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking
- Journal of Motor Behavior
- Journal of Multicultural Social Work
- Journal of Music Theory
- Journal of Music Therapy
- Journal of Musicological Research
- Journal of Musicology
- Journal of Narrative Technique
- Journal of Narrative Theory
- Journal of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Education
- Journal of Near Eastern Studies
- Journal of Negro History
- Journal of Neurophysiology
- Journal of Neuroscience Nursing
- Journal of Non-Profit and Public Sector Marketing
- Journal of Nursing Administration
- Journal of Nursing Education
- Journal of Nursing Scholarship
- Journal of Nutrition
- Journal of Nutrition Education
- Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior
- Journal of Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Neonatal Nursing
• Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene
• Journal of Operations Management
• Journal of Oral Medicine
• Journal of Organic Chemistry
• Journal of Organizational Behavior Management
• Journal of Oriental Studies
• Journal of Paleontology
• Journal of Parapsychology
• Journal of Parasitology
• Journal of Park and Recreation Administration
• Journal of Peace Research
• Journal of Pediatric Nursing
• Journal of Pediatric Oncology Nursing
• Journal of Pediatrics
• Journal of Periodontology
• Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management
• Journal of Personality
• Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
• Journal of Personality Assessment
• Journal of Petrology
• Journal of Philosophy
• Journal of Phycology
• Journal of Physical Chemistry
• Journal of Physical Chemistry. B, Condensed Matter, Materials, Surfaces, Interfaces, and Biophysical
• Journal of Physical Chemistry. C
• Journal of Physical Education Recreation, and Dance
• Journal of Physics. E, Scientific Instruments
• Journal of Physiology
• Journal of Plankton Research
• Journal of Planning Literature
• Journal of Plant Registrations
• Journal of Policy Analysis and Management
• Journal of Political Economy
• Journal of Politics
• Journal of Popular Culture
• Journal of Popular Film and Television
• Journal of Portfolio Management
• Journal of Post Keynesian Economics
• Journal of Practical Hygiene
• Journal of Product Innovation Management
• Journal of Production Agriculture
• Journal of Professional Nursing
• Journal of Professional Services Marketing
• Journal of Progressive Human Services
• Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry
• Journal of Protozoology
• Journal of Psychoactive Drugs
• Journal of Psychoeducational Assessment
• Journal of Psychohistory
• Journal of Psychology
• Journal of Psychosocial Nursing and Mental Health Services
• Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory
• Journal of Public Economics
• Journal of Public Health Dentistry
• Journal of Public Policy & Marketing
• Journal of Public Relations Research
• Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra
• Journal of Reading
• Journal of Reading Education
• Journal of Real Estate Literature
• Journal of Real Estate Portfolio Management
• Journal of Real Estate Practice and Education
• Journal of Real Estate Research
• Journal of Reality Therapy
• Journal of Regional Science
• Journal of Rehabilitation
• Journal of Relationship Marketing
• Journal of Religion
• Journal of Religion in Africa
• Journal of Religious Ethics
• Journal of Research Administration
• Journal of Research and Development in Education
• Journal of Research and Practice For Adult Literacy, Secondary, and Basic Education
• Journal of Research in Childhood Education
• Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency
• Journal of Research in Music Education
• Journal of Research in Personality
• Journal of Research in Science Teaching
• Journal of Research on Computing in Education
• Journal of Research on Technology In Education
• Journal of Retailing
• Journal of Risk and Insurance
• Journal of Rural and Small Schools
• Journal of Rural Health
• Journal of Safety Research
• Journal of Scholarly Publishing
• Journal of School Health
• Journal of School Leadership
• Journal of School Nursing
• Journal of School Psychology
• Journal of Sedimentary Petrology
• Journal of Sedimentary Research
• Journal of Sedimentary Research. Section A, Sedimentary Petrology and Processes
• Journal of Sedimentary Research. Section B, Stratigraphy and Global Studies
• Journal of Service Research: JSR
• Journal of Services Marketing
• Journal of Sex Research
• Journal of Singing
• Journal of Small Business Management
• Journal of Small Business Strategy
• Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology
• Journal of Social History
• Journal of Social Issues
• Journal of Social Psychology
• Journal of Social Work Education
• Journal of Sociology and Social Welfare
• Journal of Soil and Water Conservation
• Journal of Soil Science
• Journal of Southern African Studies
• Journal of Southern History
• Journal of Special Education
• Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders
• Journal of Speech and Hearing Research
• Journal of Speech, Language & Hearing Research
• Journal of Sport and Exercise Psychology
• Journal of Sport and Social Issues
• Journal of Sport History
• Journal of Sport Management
• Journal of Sports Economics
• Journal of Sports Medicine & Physical Fitness
• Journal of State Government
• Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research
• Journal of Structural Biology
• Journal of Studies on Alcohol
• Journal of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs
• Journal of Systems Management
• Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing
• Journal of Taxation
• Journal of Teacher Education
• Journal of Teaching in International Business
• Journal of Teaching in Physical Education
• Journal of Teaching Writing
• Journal of Technical Writing and Communication
• Journal of Technology in Human Services
• Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science
• Journal of the ACM
• Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
• Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association
• Journal of the American Academy of Religion
• Journal of the American Chemical Society
• Journal of the American College of Dentists
• Journal of the American Dental Association
• Journal of the American Dietetic Association
• Journal of the American Forensic Association
• Journal of the American Mathematical Society
• Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)
• Journal of the American Musicological Society
• Journal of the American Planning Association
• Journal of the American Real Estate and Urban Economics Association
• Journal of the American Society for Horticultural Science
• Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology
• Journal of the American Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers
• Journal of the American Statistical Association
• Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association (JAVMA)
• Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery
• Journal of the Association for Persons with Handicaps
• Journal of the Association for Research In Otolaryngology
• Journal of the Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture
• Journal of the British Astronomical Association
• Journal of the Canadian Dental Association
• Journal of the Chemical Society – Chemical Communications
• Journal of the Chemical Society – Dalton Transactions
• Journal of the Chemical Society – Faraday Transactions
• Journal of the Chemical Society – Perkin Transactions
• Journal of the Chemical Society – Perkin Transactions 2
• Journal of the Civil War Era
• Journal of the College and University Personnel Association
• Journal of the Copyright Society of the USA
• Journal of the Early Republic
• Journal of the Electrochemical Society
• Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society
• Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society
• Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior
• Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
• Journal of the Helminthological Society of Washington
• Journal of the History of Ideas
• Journal of the History of Philosophy
• Journal of the Kentucky Academy of Science
• Journal of the London Mathematical Society
• Journal of the Market Research Society
• Journal of the Medical Library Association
• Journal of the National Association for Women, Deans, Administrators, and Counselors
• Journal of the National Cancer Institute
• Journal of the North American Benthological Society
• Journal of the North Carolina Academy of Science
• Journal of the Operational Research Society
• Journal of the Optical Society of America. B, Optical Physics
• Journal of the Royal Musical Association
• Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series A, Statistics in Society
• Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series B, Statistical Methodology
• Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture
• Journal of the Short Story in English
• Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians
• Journal of the Society of Christian Ethics
• Journal of the Society of Pediatric Nurses
• Journal of the Textile Institute
• Journal of the Torrey Botanical Society
• Journal of the West
• Journal of Theological Studies
• Journal of Theoretical Probability
• Journal of Traffic Safety Education
• Journal of Transpersonal Psychology
• Journal of Transport Geography
• Journal of Travel Research
• Journal of Ultrastructure and Molecular Structure Research
• Journal of Urban Economics
• Journal of Urban History
• Journal of Virology
• Journal of Voice
• Journal of Water and Health
• Journal of Water Pollution Control Federation
• Journal of Wildlife Management
• Journal of Women, Politics, & Policy
• Journal of Women’s History
• Journal of Wound, Ostomy, and Continence Nursing
• Journal of Youth and Adolescence
• Journal of Youth Services in Libraries
• Journal of Zoology
• Journalism and Mass Communication Educator
• Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly
• Journalism History
• Journals of Gerontology. Series B, Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences
• Judicature

-K-

• KDA Today (newspaper)
• KEA News
• Kant – Studien
• Kappa Delta Pi Record
• Kentucky Ancestors
• Kentucky Banker Magazine
• Kentucky Bar News
• Kentucky Bench and Bar
• Kentucky Dental Journal
• Kentucky English Bulletin
• Kentucky Field Notes
• Kentucky Folklore Record
• Kentucky Folklore Record Index
• Kentucky Humanities
• Kentucky Insider Notes
• Kentucky Law Journal
• Kentucky Libraries
• Kentucky Nurse
• Kentucky Psychologist, The
- Alphabetical List of Print Periodical Holdings -

Kentucky School Advocate
Kentucky School Board Association Journal
Kentucky Warbler
Kenyon Review
Keying In
Keystone Folklore
Kiplinger Agriculture Newsletter
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance
Kirkus Reviews
Kitchen and Bath Business
Kiwanis
Knowledge Management Research and Practice
Knowledge Quest
Korea Journal
Koreana
Kyklos

-L-

L’uomo Vogue
LOEX Clearing House
LOEX Quarterly
Labor Law Journal
Ladies' Home Journal
Lamp (The)
Lancet
Land Economics
Landscape Ecology
Language (Linguistic Society of America)
Language Arts
Language Educator, The
Language in Society
Language, Speech and Hearing Services in Schools
Language Teaching
Large Animal Practice
Laserdisk Professional
Latin American Digest
Latin American Literary Review
Latin American Politics and Society
Latin American Research Review
Latin American Studies Association (LASA) Forum
- Latin American Weekly Report
- Law and Contemporary Problems
- Law and Human Behavior
- Law and Policy in International Business
- Law and Political Science Section News / ACRL
- Law and Society Review
- Law Library Journal
- Law, Medicine, and Healthcare
- Law Review of Michigan State University
- Leader News (Greenville, KY newspaper)
- Leading Edge
- Learning
- Learning and Behavior
- Learning and Leading With Technology
- Learning and Motivation
- Learning Disability Quarterly
- Learning Through History
- Lectura y Vida
- Legacy
- Legal Assistant Today
- Legal Memorandum, A
- Legislative Studies Quarterly
- Leisure Sciences
- Leisure Studies
- Let’s Dance
- Letters In Applied Microbiology
- Lettres Quebecoises
- Lexington Herald - Leader (Lexington, KY newspaper)
- Liberal Education
- Libraries and Culture
- Libraries and the Cultural Record
- Library and Information History
- Library Administration and Management
- Library Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services
- Library Hi Tech
- Library Hi Tech News
- Library History
- Library Issues
- Library Journal
- Library Media Connection
- Library of Congress Subject Headings
- Library Personal News
• Library Resources and Technical Services
• Library Technology Reports
• Library Trends
• Libri
• Liebig's Annalen Der Chemie
• Lifelines
• Lifelong Learning
• Lifestyles
• Lighting Dimensions
• Limnologica
• Limnology and Oceanography
• Linear Algebra and It’s Applications
• Link, The
• Linux Journal
• Literacy Research and Instruction
• Literature and Psychology
• Literature/Film Quarterly
• Literature und Kritik
• Live Design
• Lodging
• Lodging Hospitality
• Loex Quarterly
• Log Analyst
• Long Term Living
• Lore and language
• Louisiana History
• Louisiana Library Association Bulletin
• Louisville Defender (newspaper from Louisville, KY)
• Louisville Lawyer
• Lute Society of America Quarterly

-M-

• MCN, The American Journal of Maternal Child Nursing
• MELUS; Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States
• MGP Record / Museum of the Great Plains
• MIS Quarterly: Management Information Systems
• MIT Sloan Management Review
• Machine Design
• Maclean’s
• Macromolecules
• Mademoiselle
• Magazine of Bank Administration
• Magazine of History
• Magazine Quebec International
• Magic, Ritual, and Witchcraft
• Mailbox Bookbag
• Mailbox Teacher
• Maine Folklife Center, University of Maine
• Man
• Man and World
• Man in India
• Managed Care Quarterly
• Management Accounting
• Management Communication Quarterly
• Management International Review
• Management Review
• Management Science
• Management World
• Managing Office Technology
• Manchester Guardian
• Manchester School
• Manufacturing Engineering
• Marathon World
• Marine Geophysical Researches
• Mark Twain Journal
• Marketing and Media Decisions
• Marketing Education Review
• Marketing Health Services
• Marketing Letters
• Marketing Management Journal
• Marketing News
• Mas
• Master Drawings
• Material Culture
• Materials Engineering
• Maternal Child Nursing Journal
• Mathematica in Education and Research
• Mathematica Journal
• Mathematical Gazette
• Mathematical Intelligencer
• Mathematical Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society
• Mathematical Programming
• Mathematical Reviews
• Mathematics Magazine
• Mathematics of Computation
• Mathematics of Operations Research
• Mathematics Teacher
• Mathematics Teaching
• Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School
• McCall’s
• McLean County News (Calhoun, KY newspaper)
• MCJA
• Measurement and Evaluation in Counseling and Development
• Measurement Science & Technology
• Mechanical Engineering
• Media and Methods
• Medical Care
• Medical Clinics of North America
• Medical Library Association Bulletin
• Medical World News
• Medicine and Science in Sports & Exercise
• Medium Aevum
• Melus
• Memory & Cognition
• Men and Masculinities
• Mental Retardation
• Merchandising
• Mercury / Astronomical Society of the Pacific
• Merrill - Palmer Quarterly
• Merton Seasonal
• Merton Seasonal of Bellarmine College
• MesoAmerica
• Messenger
• Metascience
• Meteoritics
• Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin
• Metropolitan Opera
• Mexican Studies
• Miami Herald (Miami, FL newspaper)
• Michigan Archaeologist
• Michigan Law Review
• Michigan State DCL Law Review
• Microbial Ecology
• Microbiological Reviews
• Microbiology
• Microbiology and Immunology
• Microbiology and Molecular Biology Review
• Microchemical Journal
• Microform Review
• Microlithography World
• Micromath
• Microwaves, Antennas, and Propagation
• Mid – America Folklore
• Mid – American Journal of Business
• Mid – American Review of Sociology
• Middle East International
• Middle East Journal
• Middle East Policy
• Middle East Quarterly
• Middle Ground
• Middle School Journal
• Midwestern Folklore
• Milbank Quarterly
• Military Review
• Mill News Letter, The
• Millimeter
• Milton Quarterly
• Mind
• Minerva
• Minnesota Law Review
• MIS Quarterly (Management Information Systems)
• Missiology
• Mississippi Folklife
• Mississippi Folklife Register
• Mississippi Quarterly
• Missouri Archaeological Society Quarterly
• Missouri Historical Review
• Missouri Review
• Mistletoe Leaves
• MIT Sloan Management Review
• MLN (Modern Language Notes)
• Mobile Networks and Applications
• Modern Age
• Modern Austrian Literature
• Modern Casting
• Modern China
• Modern Drama
• Modern Fiction Studies
• Modern Geology
• Modern Healthcare
• Modern Language Journal
• Modern Language Quarterly
• Modern Metals
• Modern Office Technology
• Modern Painters
• Modern Philology
• Modern Schoolman
• Modern Theology
• Modern Woodworking
• Molecular Biology and Evolution
• Molecular Biosystems
• Molecular Endocrinology
• Monatshefte
• Monde
• Money
• Monist
• Monocle
• Monographs of the Society for Research in Child Development
• Monroe County Citizen, The (Monroe County, KY newspaper)
• Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
• Monthly Weather Review
• Monumenta Nipponica
• Mosaic
• Mosaic Winnipeg
• Mother Jones
• Motor Trend
• Move
• Ms.
• Mt
• Multicultural Education
• Multicultural Review
• Multimedia Schools
• Municipal Yearbook
• Muse
• Music and Letters
• Music Article Guide
• Music Educator’s Journal
- Music Perception
- Musical America
- Musical Quarterly
- Musical Times
- Die Musik-Forschung
- Mycologia

-N-

- NACADA Journal
- NACE Journal
- NACWPI Journal
- NAEA News
- NAEDA Equipment Dealer
- NASPA Journal
- NASSP Bulletin
- NATO Review
- NBER Reporter
- NSS News
- Nashville Business Journal
- Nathaniel Hawthorne Review
- Nation
- National Audubon Society Field Notes
- National Civic Review
- National Forum
- National Forum of Educational Administration and Supervision
- National Geographic
- National Geographic Journal of India
- National Geographic Research
- National Hog Farmer
- National Interest
- National Journal
- National Law Journal
- National Paralegal Reporter
- National Parks
- National Review
- National Safety and Health News
- National Tax Journal
- National Wildlife
• Nation’s Business
• Nation’s School Report
• Nats Journal
• Natural History
• Natural Resources and Environment
• Natural Resources Journal
• Nature
• Nature Conservancy
• Naval Research Logistics Quarterly
• Near Eastern Archaeology
• Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik: NT
• Neuron
• New Art Examiner
• New Crisis
• New Criterion
• New Directions for Education Reform
• New Educator
• New England Journal of Medicine
• New England Quarterly
• New Journal of Chemistry
• New Leader
• New Library World
• New Literary History
• New Mexico Historical Review
• New Perspectives Quarterly
• New Republic
• New Scholasticism
• New Scientist
• New Statesmen
• New Statesmen and Society
• New Testament Abstracts
• New Testament Studies
• New Theatre Quarterly
• New Times
• New Times International
• New York
• New York Folklore
• New York Quarterly
• New York Times (newspaper of record from New York City)
• New York Times Book Review
• New York Times Magazine
• New York University Law Review
• New Yorker
• News: International Primate Protection League
• News Bulletin / National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
• News Media and the Law
• News - Democrat and Leader (Russellville, KY newspaper)
• Newsleader / The National Association of Secondary School Principals
• Newsletter: North American Society for Sport History
• Newsletter: Pioneer America Society
• Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom
• Newsweek
• Nikkei Asian Review
• Nineteenth Century Fiction
• Nineteenth Century French Studies
• Nineteenth Century Literature
• Nineteenth Century Music
• NITA
• Nonprofit Management & Leadership
• Nordsk Geologisk Tidsskrift
• North American Birds
• North American Journal of Aquaculture
• North American Journal of Fisheries Management
• North American Review
• North Carolina Folklore Journal
• North Carolina Libraries
• North Carolina Recreation and Parks Review
• North Central Association Quarterly
• Northeast Folklore
• Northern Kentucky Law Review
• Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business
• Northwestern University Law Review
• Notes
• Notes and Queries
• Notes on Contemporary Literature
• Notices of the American Mathematical Society
• Nous; A Quarterly Journal of Philosophy
• Nova Hedwigia
• Novel; A Forum on Fiction
• Novon: A Journal for Botanical Nomenclature
• Novum Testamentum
• NSOA Bulletin
• Nuclear Data Sheets
• Nuclear Physics
• Nucleic Acids Research
• Nueva Revista De Filologia Hispanica
• Numen
• Nurse Educator
• Nurse Leader
• Nurse Practitioner
• Nursery Manager
• Nursery Management
• Nursery Retailer
• Nursing
• Nursing Abstracts
• Nursing Administration Quarterly
• Nursing and Healthcare Perspectives
• Nursing Clinics of North America
• Nursing Education Perspectives
• Nursing for Women’s Health
• Nursing Homes
• Nursing Life
• Nursing Management
• Nursing Outlook
• Nursing Research
• Nursing Science Quarterly
• Nursing Success Today
• Nursing Times
• Nursing Times and Nursing Mirror
• Nutrition Research
• Nutrition Reviews
• Nutrition Today
• Nuts & Volts

- O -

• Oblique
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Oceania
• Oceanus
• Office, The
• Office Pro
• Office Systems Research Journal
• Ohio Archaeologist
• Ohio Journal of Science
• Ohio Libraries
• Ohio Media Spectrum
• Ohio Valley History: The Journal of the Cincinnati Historical Society
• Oil and Gas Journal
• Oil; Lifestream of Progress
• Old Northwest, The
• Omega
• Omni
• Oncology Nursing Forum
• Online
• Opera
• Opera News
• Operations Research
• Optical Communications
• Optics and Spectroscopy
• Optics Letters
• Optima
• Oral History Association Newsletter
• Oral History Review
• Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, Oral Pathology & Oral Radiology Endodontics
• Oral Tradition
• Orbis
• Order
• Organic and Biomolecular Chemistry
• Organization Development Journal
• Organizational Behavior & Human Decisions Processes
• Organizational Dynamics
• Organometallics
• Our Children
• Outdoor America
• Outlook
• Overland Review
• Owensboro Messenger Enquirer (Owensboro, KY newspaper)
• Oxford American
• Oxford Art Journal
• Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics
• Oxford Economic Papers
• Oxford German Studies

-P-

• PBN
• PC Photo
• PC World
• PDN: Photo District News
• PMLA (Modern Language Association)
• PRIMUS
• PS, Political Science and Politics
• Pacific Historical Review
• Pacific Journal of Mathematics
• Pacific Philosophical Quarterly
• Pais (El Pais)
• Paleobiology
• Palestine Exploration Quarterly
• Papers in Regional Science
• Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America
• Papers on Language and Literature
• Paralegal Today
• Parasitology
• Parents Magazine
• Paris Match
• Paris Review
• Park City Daily News (newspaper for Bowling Green, KY)
• Park Maintenance and Grounds Management
• Parkett
• Parks and Recreation
• Partisan Review
• Past and Present
• Peabody Journal of Education
• Peace, Prosperity, & Democracy
• Pediatric Clinics of North America
• Pediatric Exercise Science
• Peer Review
• Pennsylvania Archaeologist
• Pennsylvania Folklife
• Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography
• People En Espanol
• People
• Perception
• Perception and Psychophysics
• Perceptual and Motor Skills
• Percussive Notes
• Performing Arts Journal
- Personal Computing
- Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
- Personnel
- Personnel Administrator, The
- Personnel Journal
- Personnel Psychology
- Perspectives
- Perspectives. Incorporating the Reformed Journal
- Perspectives in Psychiatric Care
- Perspectives of New Music
- Perspectives on Political Science
- Perspectives on Politics
- Perspectives on Psychological Science
- Perspectives on Science: Historical, Philosophical, Social
- Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health
- Pest Management Science
- Pesticide Science
- Petersen’s Photographic
- Petrophysics
- Phi Delta Kappan
- Phi Kappa Phi Forum
- Philological Quarterly
- Philosophical Forum
- Philosophical Quarterly
- Philosophical Review
- Philosophical Studies
- Philosophical Topics
- Philosophy: The Journal of the British Institute of Philosophical Studies
- Philosophy and Literature
- Philosophy and Phenomenological Research
- Philosophy and Public Affairs
- Philosophy and Rhetoric
- Philosophy East and West
- Philosophy of Science
- Philosophy Today
- Photo Techniques
- Photochemistry and Photobiology
- Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing
- Phronesis
- Phycologia
- Phylon
• Physical Chemistry
• Chemical Physics
• Physical Educator
• Physical Geography
• Physical Review Letters
• Physical Review. A.
• Physical Review. B, Condensed Matter and Materials Physics
• Physical Review. C, Nuclear Physics
• Physical Review. D, Particles and Fields
• Physical Therapy (American Physical Therapy Association)
• Physician and Sports Medicine
• Physics Teacher
• Physics Today
• Physiological and Biochemical Zoology
• Physiological Psychology
• Physiological Reviews
• Physiological Zoology
• Phytochemistry
• Phytopathology
• [Pi]ME Journal
• Piano and Keyboard
• Piano Guild Notes
• Piano Quarterly
• Pinch
• Pittsburgh Courier (Pittsburgh, PA newspaper)
• Pittsburgh History
• Plains Anthropologist
• Plainsong & Medieval Music
• Planetarian
• Planning
• Planning and Administration
• Planning & Changing
• Planning Review
• Plant and Soil
• Plant Cell
• Plant Molecular Biology
• Plant Physiology
• Plants & Garden News
• Plasmid
• Plastics Design and Processing
• Plastics Technology
• Platinum Metals Review
• Play and Culture
• Playback
• Ploughshares
• Poe Studies
• Poetry
• Poetry East
• Poets and Writers
• Pointer, The
• Policy & Practice of Public Human Services
• Policy Review
• Policy Studies Journal
• Policy Studies Review
• Political Affairs
• Political Archives of Russia
• Political History of Russia
• Political Insight
• Political Quarterly
• Political Research Quarterly
• Political Science and Politics (PS)
• Political Science Quarterly
• Political Studies
• Political Studies Review
• Political Theory
• Politics
• Politics and Gender
• Politics and Policy
• Politics and Society
• Polity
• Poptronics
• Popular Mechanics
• Popular Music
• Popular Music & Society
• Popular Photography
• Popular Photography and Imaging
• Popular Science
• Population Bulletin
• Population Studies
• Population Today
• Pork
• Post-Soviet Geography and Economics
• Poultry Science
• Power
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical Tax Strategies</td>
<td>Premiere</td>
<td>Presentation Products Magazine</td>
<td>Preservation</td>
<td>Preservation Forum</td>
<td>Presidential Studies Quarterly</td>
<td>Pre/Text</td>
<td>Preventing School Failure</td>
<td>Prevention Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Artist</td>
<td>Professional Builder</td>
<td>Professional Ethics</td>
<td>Professional Geographer</td>
<td>Professional Psychology: Research and Practice</td>
<td>Professional Safety</td>
<td>Professional School Counseling</td>
<td>Professional School Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Progressive Fish-Culturist
- Progressive Grocer
- Property Tax Journal
- Proteus
- Provider
- Psychiatry
- Psychobiology
- Psychological Bulletin
- Psychological Record
- Psychological Reports
- Psychological Review
- Psychological Science
- Psychological Science in the Public Interest
- Psychology
- Psychology and Aging
- Psychology and Education
- Psychology and Marketing
- Psychology in the Schools
- Psychology of Women Quarterly
- Psychology Today
- Psychometrika
- Psychonomic Bulletin and Review
- Psychotherapy
- Public Administration Quarterly
- Public Administration Review
- Public Affairs Quarterly
- Public Budgeting and Finance
- Public Budgeting and Financial Management
- Public Choice
- Public Finance
- Public Finance Quarterly
- Public Finance Review
- Public Interest
- Public Libraries
- Public Libraries Quarterly
- Public Manager
- Public Opinion
- Public Opinion Quarterly
- Public Performance & Management Review
- Public Personnel Management
- Public Productivity Review
- Public Relations Journal
• Public Relations Strategist
• Public Welfare
• Public Works
• Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
• Publishers Weekly
• Publius
• Punch
• Purchasing
• Pure and Applied Chemistry

-Q-

• Q (The modern guide to music and more)
• QST
• Qualitative Sociology
• Quality Review Bulletin
• Quantitative Economics: Journal of the Econometric Society
• Quarterly Bulletin. Archaeological Society of Virginia
• Quarterly Journal of Economics
• Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology
• Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology A: Human Experimental Psychology
• Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology B: Comparative and Physiological Psychology
• Quarterly Journal of Speech
• Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society
• Quarterly Review of Biology
• Quarterly Review of Economics and Business
• Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance
• Quaternary Research
• Quebec International
• Queen's Quarterly
• Quest
• Questions and Answers in General Topology
• Queue
• Quill

-R-

• RASE: Remedial and Special Education
• RBM
• RDH; The National Magazine for Dental Hygiene Professionals
• RE: Artes Liberales
• RE: View
• RE: AL: The Journal of Liberal Arts
• RN
• RTNDA Communicator
• Radiation Research
• Radio Electronics
• Rand Journal of Economics
• Rare Books and Manuscripts Librarianship
• Ratio
• Reader's Digest
• Reading Horizons
• Reading Improvement
• Reading Research and Instruction
• Reading Research Quarterly
• Reading Teacher
• Reading Today
• Real Analysis Exchange
• Real Estate Review
• Record
• Record (Grayson County, KY newspaper)
• Record Management Quarterly
• Recreation Canada
• Reference and User Services Quarterly
• Reference Services Review
• Reformed Journal, The
• Refugees
• Regional Science Association Papers
• Regional Science and Urban Economics
• Regional Studies
• Register of The Kentucky Historical Society
• Regulation
• Rehabilitation Counseling Bulletin
• Religion and American Culture
• Religious Studies
• Religious Studies Review
• Remote Sensing of the Environment
• Renaissance
• Renaissance and Reformation
• Renaissance Quarterly
• Renascence: Essays on Values in Literature
• Report on Business Magazine
• Reports on America
• Research and Development (R&D)
• Research and Explanation
• Research and Practice for Persons With Severe Disabilities
• Research and Theory for Nursing Practice
• Research for Educational Reform
• Research in Accounting Regulation
• Research in Higher Education
• Research in Nursing and Health
• Research in the Schools
• Research in the Teaching of English
• Research on Social Work Practice
• Research Journal of the Water Pollution Control Federation
• Research Management
• Research News
• Research Quarterly For Exercise and Sport
• Research Strategies
• Research Technology Management
• Resource: Engineering & Technology for a Sustainable World
• Resources
• Resources Policy
• Restaurant and Hotel Design
• Restaurant Business
• Restaurant Hospitality (Incorporating Restaurant Management)
• Restaurants and Institutions
• Restoration and Eighteenth Century Theatre Research
• Restoration Quarterly
• Review (Fernand Braudel Center)
• Review (Price Waterhouse (Firm) Review)
• Review and Expositor
• Review of Accounting Information Systems
• Review of Black Political Economy
• Review of Business and Economic Research
• Review of Business Information Systems
• Review of Contemporary Fiction
• Review of Economic Studies
• Review of Economics and Statistics
• Review of Educational Research
• Review of English Studies
• Review of Financial Economics: RFE.
• Review of Metaphysics
• Review of Policy Research, The
• Review of Politics
• Review of Public Personnel Administration
• Review of Religious Research
• Review of Scientific Instruments
• Review of Social Economy
• Reviews in American History
• Reviews of Geophysics
• Reviews of Modern Physics
• Revista De Estudios Hispanicos
• Revista De Literatura
• Revista de Occidente
• Revista Hispanica Moderna
• Revista Iberoamericana
• Revista Review Inter-American
• Revolutionary Russia
• Revue D’ Histore Litteraise Dela France
• Revue Historique
• Rhetoric Review
• Rhetoric Society Quarterly
• Rhetorica
• Rhodora
• Risk Management and Insurance Review
• Road & Track
• Robotics Today
• Rock Music Studies
• Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics
• Roeper Review
• Rolling Stone
• Romance Notes
• Romance Philology
• Romance Quarterly
• Rosie
• Rotarian
• RQ
• Runner’s World
• Rural Educator
• Rural Sociology
• Russian History
• Russian Language Abroad
• Russian Language Journal
• Russian Life
• Russian Review
• Russian Social Science Review
• Russian Studies in History

-S-

• SAA Archaeological Record
• SAH Newsletter
• Safety and Health
• Sales and Marketing Management
• Salesforce XP
• Salmagundi
• San Journal of the Society for Ancient Numismatics
• Sanitary Maintenance
• Saturday Evening Post
• Saturday Night
• Saudi Arabia
• Saudi Aramco World
• SCALA
• Scandinavian Journal of Economics
• Scholar Practitioner Quarterly
• Scholarly Inquiry for Nursing Practice
• Scholastic Choices
• Scholastic Coach
• Scholastic Coach and Athletic Director
• School Administrator
• School and Community
• School Arts
• School Community Journal
• School Counselor
• School In The Middle
• School Food Service Journal
• School Library Journal
• School Library Media Quarterly
• School Library Monthly
• School Musician, The
• School Psychology Quarterly
• School Psychology Review
• School Science and Mathematics
• School Social Work Journal
• Science
• Science Activities
- Science and Children
- Science and Education
- Science Digest
- Science Education
- Science Fiction Studies
- Science News
- Science Scope
- Science Teacher
- Scientific American
- Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
- Scottish Historical Review
- Scottish Journal of Theology
- Scriblerian
- Sculpture
- Sculpture Review
- Sea Frontiers
- Secretary
- Sedimentology
- Semigroup Forum
- Seminar
- Seminars in Hearing
- Seminars in Speech and Language
- Sentinel (Radcliff, KY newspaper)
- Serials Librarian
- Serials Review
- Services Marketing Quarterly
- Set Valued Analysis
- Seventeenth Century News
- Seventy Six (Union Oil Company)
- Sewanee Review
- Sex Roles
- SFI Bulletin
- Shakespeare Bulletin
- Shakespeare Newsletter
- Shakespeare On Film Newsletter
- Shakespeare Quarterly
- Shakespeare Quarterly. Bibliography
- Shavian
- SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics
- SIAM Journal on Computing
- SIAM Journal on Mathematical Analysis
- SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis
• SIAM Review
• SIDA Contributions to Botany
• Sierra
• Sight and Sound
• Sight Saving
• Significance
• Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society
• Simulation and Gaming
• Sing Out
• Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography
• Sixteenth Century Journal
• Skeptical Inquirer
• Sky and Telescope
• Slavic Review
• Slavonic and East European Review
• Sloan Management Review
• Small Group Research
• Smart Libraries Newsletter
• Smithsonian Magazine
• Social and Economic Studies
• Social Biology
• Social Casework
• Social Education
• Social Epistemology
• Social Forces
• Social Justice
• Social Policy
• Social Problems
• Social Psychology Quarterly
• Social Research
• Social Science Quarterly
• Social Science Research
• Social Services Review
• Social Studies
• Social Studies and the Young Learner
• Social Theory & Practice
• Social Work
• Social Work & Christianity
• Social Work Education Reporter
• Social Work in Health Care
• Social Work Research
• Society
- Society for German-American Studies Newsletter
- Society Report, The
- Sociological Focus
- Sociological Inquiry
- Sociological Methods and Research
- Sociological Perspectives
- Sociological Quarterly
- Sociological Review
- Sociological Theory
- Sociology
- Sociology and Social Research
- Sociology of Education
- Sociology of Health and Illness
- Sociology of Religion
- Soft Matter
- Soil Biology and Biochemistry
- Soil Science
- Soil Science and Plant Nutrition
- Soil Science Society of America: Journal
- Soil Use and Management
- Solar Age
- Solar Energy
- Solid State Technology
- Sophia
- Souls
- Sound and Vision
- Soundings
- South African Panorama
- South Atlantic Quarterly
- South Atlantic Review
- Southeastern Biology
- Southeastern Geographer
- Southeastern Geology
- Southeastern Librarian
- Southern Accents
- Southern Business and Economic Journal
- Southern Communication Journal
- Southern Cultures
- Southern Economic Journal
- Southern Exposure
- Southern Folklore
- Southern Golf
• Southern Hospitals
• Southern Humanities Review
• Southern Journal of Philosophy
• Southern Literary Journal
• Southern Living
• Southern Poetry Review
• Southern Quarterly
• Southern Review
• Southern Social Studies Journal
• Southern Speech Communication Journal
• Southpoint
• Southwestern Historical Quarterly
• Soviet and Post-Soviet Review
• Soviet Astronomy
• Soviet Geography
• Soviet Review
• Soviet Sociology
• Soviet Sports Review
• Soviet Study
• Soviet Study In History
• Soybean Digest
• Speaker and Gavel
• Special Libraries
• Spectrum
• Speculum
• Sport
• Sport Marketing Quarterly
• Sports Illustrated
• Sports Medicine Digest
• Sports, Parks, and Recreation Law Reporter
• Spotlight on Career Planning, Placement & Recruitment
• St. Louis Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, MO newspaper)
• Stand
• Stanford Law Review
• State and Local Government Review
• State Government
• State Legislatures
• State Politics & Policy Quarterly
• Statistical Science
• Statistical Supplement to The Federal Reserve Bulletin
• Stats
• Stereo Review
• Stern
• Stochastic Processes and Their Applications
• Stochastics
• Stores
• Story
• Strad
• Strategic Finance
• Strategic Management Journal
• Strategies
• Studies in American Fiction
• Studies in American Naturalism
• Studies In Art Education
• Studies In Comparative Communism
• Studies In Conflict and Terrorism
• Studies in English Literature 1500-1900
• Studies in Philology
• Studies in Romanticism
• Studies in the Literary Imagination
• Studies in the Novel
• Studio International
• Studio Photography & Design
• Studio Potter
• Style
• Successful Farming
• Successful Farming in the South
• Sudetenland
• Super-Vision
• Supplement of the Progress of Theoretical physics
• Surgical Clinics
• Surrey
• Survey
• Sweden Now
• Swimming World
• Symbolic Interaction
• Symposium
• Syntheses
• Synthesis and Reactivity in Organic and Metal-Organic Chemistry
• Systematic Botany
• Systematic Biology
• Systems Research and Behavioral Science
-T-

- T + D
- Taipei Review
- Talanta
- TASH Connections
- Taunton’s Fine Woodworking
- Tax Adviser
- Tax Law Review
- Taxation For Accountants
- Taxes
- Taxon
- TD & T
- TDR, the Drama Review
- Teacher Educator
- Teacher Magazine
- Teachers and Writers
- Teachers College Record
- Teaching and Teacher Education
- Teaching Children Mathematics
- Teaching Elementary Physical Education
- Teaching English In The Two-Year College
- Teaching Exceptional Children
- Teaching Music
- Teaching Sociology
- Tech Trends
- Technical Communication
- Technical Communication Quarterly
- Technical Services Quarterly
- Technical Writing Teacher
- Technicalities
- Techniques
- Technological Forecasting and Social Change
- Technology and Culture
- Technology and Learning
- Technology Review
- Technology Teacher, The
- Technometrics
- Tectonics
- Tempo
- Tennessean (Nashville, TN newspaper)
- Tennessee Anthropologist
• Tennessee Folklore Society, Bulletin
• Tennessee Law Review
• Tennessee Librarian
• Terrorism; An International Journal
• TESOL Journal
• TESOL Quarterly
• Tetrahedron
• Tetrahedron Asymmetry
• Tetrahedron Letters
• Texas Law Review
• Texas Studies in Literature and Language
• Textile Chemist and Colorist
• Textile Horizons
• Textile Horizons International
• Textile Industries
• Textile Progress
• Textile Research Journal
• Textile World
• Textiles
• T.H.E. Journal
• Theatre
• Theatre Journal
• Theatre Survey
• Theological Studies
• Theology and Science
• Theology Today
• Theoretical Economics: Journal of the Econometric Society
• Theory and Research in Social Education
• Theory, Culture, & Society
• Theory into Practice
• Therapeutic Recreation Journal
• Theriogenology
• Thermochimica Acta
• Think
• Third Way
• This World
• Thomist
• Thoreau Society Bulletin
• Thought and Action
• Threads Magazine
• Thrust for Educational Leadership
• Time
• Times (London Times, London, UK, newspaper)
• Times Educational Supplement London, UK, newspaper)
• Times Literary Supplement (London, UK, newspaper)
• Tin House
• Tobacco International
• Todd County Standard (Elkton, KY newspaper)
• Topics in Clinical Nursing
• Topics in Early Childhood Special Education
• Topics in Health Care Financing
• Topics in Health Information Management
• Topics in Health Records Management
• Topics in Hospital Law
• Topics in Language Disorders
• Topology
• Track Coach
• Track Techniques
• Traffic Safety
• Traffic World
• Training
• Training and Development
• Transactions – Institute of British Geographers
• Transactions of the American Fisheries Society
• Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
• Transactions of the American Microscopical Society
• Transactions of the ASABE
• Transactions of the ASAE
• Transactions of the Kentucky Academy of Science
• Travel Holiday
• Trends in Biochemical Sciences
• Trends in Ecology and Evolution
• Trends in Genetics
• Tri - Quarterly
• True West
• Trustee (American Hospital Association)
• Tulsa Studies in Women's Literature
• Twentieth Century Literature

-U-

• U and LC
• Ubique
• UCLA Law Review
• UMAP Modules
• UMAP Journal
• UN Chronicle
• Unabashed Librarian
• Uncoverings
• Unesco Courier
• Uniform Commercial Code Law Journal
• United States Banker
• Union Seminary Quarterly Review
• Universitas
• University Bookman
• University of Chicago Law Review
• University of Louisville Journal of Family Law
• University of Pennsylvania Law Review
• University of Toronto Quarterly
• Unterrichtspraxis
• Update
• Urban Affairs Review
• Urban Anthropology
• Urban Education
• Urban Geography
• Urban Review
• Urban Studies
• USA Today (newspaper)
• USA Today (Society for the Advancement of Education)
• U.S. News and World Report
• Utne Reader

-V-

• Vanderbilt Law Review
• Vanity Fair
• Venture
• Verdant Views
• Vernacular Architecture Newsletter
• Veterinary Medicine
• Veterinary Practice News
• Veterinary Record
• Vetus Testamentum
• Victorian Homes
• Victorian Literature and Culture
• Victorian Newsletter
• Victorian Poetry
• Victorian Studies
• Video Systems
• Videography
• Views
• Vigiliae Christianae
• Virginia Law Review
• Virginia Quarterly Review
• Virology
• Vision Letter
• Vision Research
• Visionary Company
• Visions In Leisure and Business
• Vistas in Astronomy
• Vital Speeches of the Day
• Vocational Education Journal
• Vocational Guidance Quarterly
• Vogue
• Voice For America’s Libraries
• Voice: Voice of America’s Library Trustees and Advocates
• Voice of Chorus America, The
• Voice of Youth Advocates: VOYA
• Voices: The Journal of New York Folklore
• Voix et Images
• Volta Review
• Volta Voices

-W-

• Wall Street Journal (newspaper)
• Wallace Stevens Journal
• Walt Whitman Quarterly Review
• Washington Law Review
• Washington Monthly
• Washington Post (newspaper from Washington, D.C.)
• Washington Report on Middle East Affairs
• Water / Engineering and management
• Water & Wastes Digest
• Water Environment Research
• Water Research
Water Well Journal
Wayne County Outlook (Monticello)
Weather Wise
Weed Research
Weed Science
Weed Technology
Week, The
Weekly Epidemiological Record
Welding Design and Fabrication
West European Politics
Western European Specialists Section Newsletter
Western Folklore
Western Historical Quarterly
Western Horsemman
Western Journal of Speech communication
Western Journal of Nursing Research
Western Kentucky University Budget
Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, The
Western Pennsylvania History
Western Political History
Western Scholar
Westminster Theological Journal
WHO Chronicle
WHO Drug Information
Wide Angle
Wilderness
Wilderness Society’s Member Newsletter
Wilderness Society’s Quarterly Newsletter
Wildlife Society Bulletin
William and Mary Quarterly
Wilson Library Bulletin
Winterthur Portfolio
Wired
Wireless Networks
Wisconsin Magazine of History
Woman CPA
Women & Politics
Women’s Art Journal
Women’s Health Issues
Women’s Studies in Communication
Women's Studies Quarterly
Women's Wear Daily (this is a newspaper)
• Wood and Wood Products
• Woodford Sun (Versailles, KY newspaper)
• Wordsworth Circle
• Work and Occupations
• Workforce
• World Affairs
• World Communication
• World Development
• World Health
• World Health Forum
• World Health Organization Bulletin
• World Leisure and Recreation
• World Leisure Journal
• World Literature Today
• World Military and Social Expenditures
• World Outlook
• World Politics
• World Press Review
• World Today
• World Watch
• Writer, The
• Writer's Digest
• Writing Center Journal
• Written Communication

-X-

(none)

-Y-

• Yale French Studies
• Yale Law Journal
• Yale Review
• YC Young Children
• Young Adult Library Services

-Z-

• Zeitschrift fur Anorganische und Allgemeine Chemie
• Zeitschrift fur Kunst-Geschichte
• Zygon